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About This Game

Heaven Island is an experiential game in which you'll explore wonderful
environments and places.

On this Island, time and space are frozen and you'll be able to visit it and at the same
time explore the inner of your soul.

All problems and worries of life will be left far behind so that you'll be able to rest
your soul and mind during this experience.

The inspiration for the environments comes from the Renzo Piano designs and from
the book "Origins of Architectural Pleasure" in which the player's welfare is of

primary importance.

This game is a Massive Multiplayer Online experience in the sense that you'll be able
to connect with all other gamers and will be able to view their essence in order to be
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able to create a "Connection".

All the details you see on the Island are made by hand, every rock you see is put there
with a purpose.

We really hope you'll enjoy this wonderful experience.

Designed to be played with or without the Oculus VR, Gear VR and (soon) the Steam
Vive VR

Warning: on some Apple Macbooks, the game crashes at start. We'll fix the problem as fast as we can!
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Title: Heaven Island - VR MMO
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Massively Multiplayer
Developer:
Fabio Ferrara, Giulia Airoldi
Publisher:
Chubby Pixel
Release Date: 1 Dec, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2.4 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 570

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 700 MB available space

Additional Notes: Available with or without the Oculus Rift DK1 and DK2

English
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Great game. I expect nothing less from the people that made Assassin's Creed. The fact that everyone speaks that tribal language
really helps with audio immersion but my biggest problem with the game is that in a lot of scenes the voice of the characters
don't match up with the audio. The audio will play and then 2-7 seconds later their mouths make the movements for the word..
Out of the 2016 Halloween DLC the soilder is the best pack by far. If you have the money, buy em all. If youre cheap like me
then just get this one.

Soilder DLC gives you an upgradable assult rifle. Other DLC give an upgradable melee weapon. Which is an easy choice.

Hats: are the same stats for all DLC, just different look. If you have the $ get em all, pick the one you like.

Drone pet gives the targeting stat which is the best out of all of the pets.

Nordic pet is good for health and co-op healing, hammer cool.
Musk Pet gives speed and health which makes this
Pirate pet is good for finding junk, but the huinger stats are boring and not much for pvp.. i didn't really expect anything out of
this game but i was still let down.

To get started, this is a sequel to the original homefront in the same way crysis 3 is a sequel to crysis 2.
Why make a "homefront" game but not use any of the stuff the original had layed the groundwork for. on that matter, why even
make a "sequel" to a game nobody wanted a sequel to.

Characters:
let me put it like this, i don't remeber any characters names after 10 hours of gameplay. i think one of the main problems is that
they decided to make the player mute, so no voicelines to respond or give character. When a character talks to you and says your
name they say it like it means something, but it don't. you don't care about almost anything any other characters say or do
beacuse they are talking to a big stuffed teaddy bear. The real sad part is that the voiceacting is pretty solid and sometimes it
really adds to the game, but most of the time you just don't care.

Story:
Unintresting most of the time, kinda get the job done but the original homefronts story was way better or at least felt more real.

Gameplay.
The gameplay are if you combined daying lights climbing and jumping with a far cry wannabe engine and then made everything
feel slightly off. It works most of the time, just not as good as you expect it to.
Also add repetetiv missions, stupid difficulty spikes, Stupid missions, some glitches and just to be fair, a handful of
cool\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665shit.

This game had a lot of potential but 90% of it's content just falls flat in my eyes. There are some fun to be had but it is most of
the time cut short with random \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t is just plain not fun things.
In a way, the original homefront was better in certain ways, and that's just sad to think about.

Stay away from this one, don't give it the benefit of the doubt, don't make the same mistake i did.

. Essentially unplayable without a joystick and a keyboard controls cheatsheet. Never made it off the ground

There's about 800 controls to know, and you can't fly without a joystick. What's the point?

. that's great. Because britons :D
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Do not recommend. There's some going for it--the combat goes from simple, to tense, but unfortunately back to simple again
once you realize the entire trick is a well-timed dodge. The atmosphere can be pretty creepy. The story...tries really hard. But in
the end, it's short, the play is dull, the story is poisonously didactic, and the "Content warning" gives away the schtick right off
the bat. "Obviously, all of this is metaphorical," I thought, after maybe 10 minutes in. Then it's a trudge that goes exactly where
you expect it to.

Then there's the message. I get it: respec wahmen. But all this can do is breed anxiety, neurosis, and self-loathing in people who
are already bombarded with mixed messages about how to treat the opposite sex, and who is responsible for romantic and sexual
signalling, and who is responsible for miscommunication. I wouldn't want my sons or daughter to play this. The story's "Degrassi
Junior High" take on these issues is the most modern of pop psychology and woman-oriented gender studies. This is harmful
and untenable, which will be apparent when we finally recover from this gynocentric hysteria currently plaguing Western
culture.

I give this game a point for one mechanic I found clever: Discarding the "armor" to make inventory room for the "truth" bits.
It's too obvious the game considers this always the correct answer, but the sacrifice aspect of it works.

It gets a point as well for being a passable blend of narrative and play. Unfortunately though, the play is dull and the narrative is
societally harmful. Not only would I not recommend this, my advice is to actively avoid this title.. a decently fun arpg to pass the
time, if you ever played monster hunter it works like that, your in town get quests go out and hunt come back and turn in and
repeat, but arpg style.

updating because it seems like dev's abandoned the game.. Despite all the hard lessons I've learned about EA dwarf-fortress like
games, this is genuinely the best one I've played. Though it bears a lot of similarities to its spiritual predecessor, there are a lot
of quality of life improvements, not to mention a good 3d engine and combat system. It's the first game like this I've sat down
with, had a good time, and want to keep playing. Very impressive for an EA title, and highly recommended!

Oh, and the most impressive part - this game is incredibly deep and replayable. If you've been burned by shallow EA games,
don't worry, that is 100% not an issue here.. The developer lied about supporting RPG maker MV. Last year when MV came out
thry claimed they would have MV support within 2 weeks. Then they delayed their promise till spring. They continued to delay
the release and claimed it would be supported in the summer. Now they decided to release a new program witch is exact copy of
this one with MV support and ask you to pay 3 times as much for it. The best part is to use all the DLC you still need this
software too. Hence they want you to buy this and their new software.. It crashes sooo many times before the end of an
event...(So many "world records" lost...)
the rest is ok
game is fun
even better with friends (that I don't have)
bought it on a 70% off
worth every single penny
. Probably their best dlc yet but I do have a few complaints. Yes the Germans were outnumbered almost 2 to 1 in fall Gelb but
my god it is frustrating as hell when you destroy a few belgian units and then they counter attack with an army 3 times your size.
Also in the campaign the devs decided to make french and belgian tanks utterly broken. I remember playing the Ardennes and a
renault R35 1v1 my panzer 3 and won. It triggered me so bad that the second I saw a bis B1 I decided to start over. I get that the
bis B1 gave germans a little frustration but even in the first encounter they had with them the Germans routed them. However
When R35s and H35s are able to penetrate and do damage to german panzer 3s and 4s it makes me more triggered then an SJW.
And dont even get me started on those belgian tanks, their op af and make you want to drop kick your pc. And after you manage
to kill freaking 85 units and the French morale is low and their best froces are destroyed, they get so many heavy tanks and
infantry in fall rot. Then you reach yugoslavia which the Germans had an incredibily easy time conquering (howevering not
maintaining their control over it) the scenario is so tough. I haven't gotten to barbarossa yet but i swear if the russian armor is
made up of mostly KV-1s and t34\/57s im going to die. the majority of their armor was abysmal with very very very very few
actual good tanks. I understand that this is not a Gary Grigsby's title but the Germans had an easy time conquering Poland,
Norway, fall rot, balkans and USSR. You get to run around and kill things in pajamas. No regrets so far.. land on an island, and
keep the little bastards alive, thats about it, all the virtual villagers are the same, fun games but kinda slow going
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